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Interband Cascade Lasers (ICLs) with threshold current densities below 100 A/cm2 in pulsed
operation at room temperature are presented. The laser structure comprises 10 active stages of
41 nm length, each stage containing a W-quantum well active region for emission in the spectral
region around 3.6 lm. A comparison of devices with 6 and 10 stages shows that the latter have a
reduced threshold due to an increased optical confinement factor, very competitive threshold power
densities of 428 W cm2 despite an increased threshold voltage and large differential slope
efficiencies of 1390 mW/A. For a narrow ridge device, continuous wave operation is observed up
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811133]
to 65  C. V

Compact and robust semiconductor lasers emitting in
the mid infrared region are required for various applications
like chemical sensing, free-space communications, or countermeasures. Over the last years, interband cascade lasers
(ICLs)1 have shown their ability to cover the wavelength
region between 3.4 and 5.6 lm with devices operating in
continuous wave (CW) mode at room temperature.2,3 This
was mainly achieved by a reduction of the threshold current
density, which resulted from various design changes and
optimal doping of the active region as well as the waveguide.
A major breakthrough was reported in 2008: the first cw
operation at room temperature.4 A prerequisite of this milestone was notable lower threshold current densities around
400 A/cm2, achieved by a reduction of the doping levels in
the optical claddings and separate confinement layers
(SCLs). Further remarkable improvements were obtained via
rebalancing of internally generated carriers with heavily
doped electron injector regions2 and further reduced doping
densities in different functional parts,5 reducing threshold
current densities from 167 A/cm2 in 2011 to so far best values of 134 A/cm2 in 2012. In this letter, we report a further
reduction of the threshold current densities to unprecedented
values below 100 A/cm2. This is more than an order of magnitude lower than best values (around 1100 A/cm2) reported
for state-of-the-art quantum cascade6–8 and quantum well
diode lasers9 in this spectral range.
All devices investigated in this work were grown on Tedoped (1.0  1018 cm3) GaSb wafers in an EIKO molecular
beam epitaxy machine. The machine is equipped with solid
sources for the group-III elements and valved cracker cells
for both arsenic and antimony. A dual dopant cell incorporating Si and Te was used for doping. The substrate temperature
was monitored during growth by a pyrometer. Prior to the
epitaxy, the wafer was baked in a pre-chamber for half an
hour at 300  C. After transferring the wafer to the main chamber, the oxide was removed at 580  C under Sb flux for stabilization. Subsequently, the growth was initiated with a
200 nm thick Te-doped (1.5  1018 cm3) GaSb buffer layer
a)
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grown at 485  C. This buffer was followed by an InAs/AlSb
transition region (grown at 450  C) to smoothen the effective
conduction band profile at the transition to the lower cladding
layer. The thickness of the Si-doped (8  1017 cm3) InAslayers was increased stepwise from 1.25 to 2.43 nm while the
thickness of each directly adjacent AlSb layer was increased
from 1.13 to 2.30 nm to maintain a constant layer pair ratio
for strain compensation. The total thickness of the transition
layer amounts to 40.6 nm. In order to minimize losses due to
optical mode leakage into the substrate, a thick superlattice
(SL) lower cladding was grown, which comprised 685 InAs/
AlSb repetitions with a period of 4.73 nm. Mixed interfaces
were used and strain compensation was adjusted via the
group-V flux ratio. The Si-doping density of the InAs layers
was decreased from 8  1017 cm3 to 2  1017 cm3 towards
the core of the structure to reduce free-carrier losses due to
the overlap of the optical mode with highly doped regions.
After another InAs/AlSb transition region that is designed
like the previously described one with decreasing layer thicknesses and InAs layers doped with Si to 2  1017 cm3, a
200 nm thick GaSb SCL was grown at 485  C with a Tedoping density of 3  1017 cm3. The high refractive index of
the GaSb layer serves to concentrate the optical mode in the
center of the structure. For that purpose, the transition layer
connecting the SCL and the first cascade was designed somewhat different from the ones between the cladding and the
SCL. In order to increase the average refractive index in this
region, mixed AlSb/GaSb (0.75 nm/0.75 nm) barriers were
inserted. While the thickness of the undoped barriers
remained constant, the InAs (Si-doped to 5.0  1018 cm3)
layer thickness was increased stepwise from 1.0 nm to
1.7 nm, resulting in a total transition layer thickness of
23.6 nm. Right after the SCL growth, the substrate temperature was ramped down to 450  C. The cascade region published in Ref. 2 was used for the active stages. It comprised
the following layer sequence: 2.5 nm AlSb/1.7 nm InAs/
3.0 nm Ga0.65In0.35Sb/1.4 nm InAs/1.0 nm AlSb/3.0 nm GaSb/
1.0 nm AlSb/4.5 nm GaSb/2.5 nm AlSb/4.2 nm InAs/1.2 nm
AlSb/3.2 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/2.5 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/
2.0 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/1.7 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/1.7 nm
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InAs. In order to rebalance the internally generated carriers,
the four inner electron injector quantum wells were heavily
n-type doped with Si to 5  1018 cm3. This doping concentration has previously shown to provide optimal performance
for this active region design with regard to lowest threshold
current densities and turn-on voltages. The InAs-quantum
wells of the active W-type quantum well were designed to
yield a laser emission wavelength around 3.6 lm, which can
be applied to formaldehyde detection10 utilizing an even
more intense absorption line than the one at 3.49 lm that has
been previously used.11 ICLs with 6 and 10 stages were
grown for comparison. The rest of the structure was grown in
a symmetrical fashion with the upper cladding region being
somewhat less thick (400 InAs/AlSb-SL repetitions). The
growth was finalized with a 20 nm thick InAs contact layer,
which was heavily Si-doped (5  1018 cm3) to reduce the
contact resistance.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the optical mode profiles
for ICL structures with 6 and 10 cascades. The refractive
index of every layer in the active region was considered in
the calculations even though it is displayed constant in the
graph. Since the entire active region with a larger cascade
number is wider, the relative optical mode intensity is about
10% lower for this structure. However, if the overlap of the
optical mode with the different regions is compared, an
improvement of the optical confinement factors can be found.
In the case of the 6 stage ICL, the confinement factor of the
active region (Ca) is 0.214, while the confinement factor of
the SL-claddings (Cc) is 0.463. For the 10 cascade laser, Ca
increases to 0.285 and Cc decreases to 0.414. Hence, the optical mode overlap with the active region becomes larger while
the overlap with the SL-claddings decreases with a higher
stage number, as expected. The confinement factor of the
SCL layers CSCL does not change significantly.
Broad area and narrow ridge lasers were fabricated
from both samples for characterization and comparison of
basic laser parameters and continuous wave performance.
An inductively coupled plasma based process was used to
etch down through the active region and the lower SCL.
The sample was then dipped into a phosphoric acid containing etchant for 15 s to reduce the damage from the dry etch.

FIG. 1. Refractive index profile and optical laser mode intensity along the
growth direction for ICLs with 6 and 10 stages emitting at a wavelength of
3.6 lm.
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FIG. 2. Pulsed light-current and current-voltage curves at different temperatures (20, 40, 60, and 80  C) for a 2 mm long and 150 lm wide broad area
ICL.

Subsequently, 200 nm of each Si3N4 and SiO2 were sputtered on the ridges for sidewall passivation. The isolation
layer was removed on the top of the lasers by a dry etch
step and a Ti/Pt/Au-contact was deposited. For heat removal, the narrow ridges were electroplated with approximately 5 lm of gold, while cleaving lanes without any
electroplated gold were left every 600 nm. Afterwards, the
substrate was thinned to 150 lm and an Au/AuGe bottom
contact was evaporated. Finally, the sample was annealed
for 30 s at 260  C and cleaved into laser resonators of
defined length. The narrow ridge lasers were additionally
mounted with In-solder to copper heat sinks.
To minimize the heating of samples, the lasers were measured using 350 ns pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Figure 2
shows the electrical and the optical characteristics of the 10
cascade device for different temperatures between 20  C and
80  C. Due to the temperature caused change in the bandgaps
and the resulting redshift of the emission, the voltage for the
same current values decreases at higher temperatures. In
Figure 3, the temperature dependent threshold current densities
(Jth) are shown. The 6 cascade device displays Jth ¼ 179 A/cm2

FIG. 3. Temperature dependent threshold current density for the ICLs with 6
and 10 cascades in the temperature range from 10  C to 80  C. Also shown is
the temperature behavior for a 10 stage narrow ridge device (3 mm  10.8 lm)
in pulsed and continuous wave operation.
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FIG. 4. Spectra at 10  C, 45  C, and 80  C of both broad area (2 mm  150 lm)
devices (6 and 10 cascades). The lasers show almost the same emission wavelength and temperature tuning behavior.

at 20  C compared with Jth ¼ 98 A/cm2 for the 10 cascade device at the same temperature, which represents the lowest Jth
reported for a semiconductor laser in this wavelength region.
This result can be attributed to the different confinement factors as well as the increased quantum efficiency. The characteristic temperature (T0) did not change significantly when the
number of cascades was increased. It was determined to
T0 ¼ 49 and T0 ¼ 46, respectively, representing state-of-the-art
temperature stability.5 Figure 4 shows the lasing spectra for
both structures at different temperatures. The temperature dependent wavelength shift is determined to be approximately
2 nm/K. Caused by the higher number of stages, the threshold
voltage (Vth) is higher for the 10 cascade device. Room temperature onset voltages (V0) of 2.3 V (6 cascades) and 4.2 V
(10 cascades) were determined by fits to the current voltage
characteristic. This corresponds to voltage efficiencies of 90%
and 82%, respectively. Nevertheless, the threshold power density (Pth) of the ICLs decreases from 505 W/cm2 to 428 W/
cm2, when the cascade number is increased. Even though values of 315 W/cm2 have been reported for 5 cascaded ICLs
with reduced loss due to notably lower SCL doping,12 this
clearly depicts the advantageous integration of additional cascade numbers. Furthermore, the total differential slope efficiencies could be increased from 780 mW/A for the 6 stage
device to 1390 mW/A for the 10 stage device at 20  C. This
corresponds to external quantum efficiencies (ge) of 38.4%
and 41.0% per stage, respectively. These values are comparable to earlier published data.12
A 10.8 lm wide ridge device with a high reflectivity
coated back facet operated up to 65  C in cw-mode. At room
temperature, Jth was 185 A/cm2 and the laser emitted more
than 28 mW of optical power. Figure 5 shows the temperature
dependent characteristics of the device. Both the maximum
operation temperature and the maximum output power are
limited by thermal rollover. The nonlinear output characteristic and a wavelength shift from 3.62 lm at 10  C to 3.73 lm
at 50  C near threshold with a corresponding rate of 2.8 nm/K

Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 231123 (2013)

FIG. 5. Continuous wave light-current characteristic for a 10.8 lm wide and
3 mm long ICL device with a high-reflection (HR) coated back facet at several temperatures between 10  C and 65  C. The current-voltage curve was
measured at 20  C.

indicate strong heating of the active region with increasing
current. One more indicator is the different temperature dependent Jth behaviour in pulsed and cw-operation shown in
the inset of Figure 3. While at low duty cycles a T0 of 58 K
could be extracted, Jth increases very fast with temperature in
cw mode. Also note the higher threshold current densities for
the 10 stage narrow ridge compared with the broad area device THAT are mainly attributable to defect induced current
leakage and surface recombination. Also note the higher
threshold current densities for the 10 stage narrow ridge compared with the broad area device, mainly attributable to defect
induced current leakage and surface recombination. By comparing the temperature dependent red shift of Fabry Perot
modes in pulsed operation with the current induced shift
under cw operation, a room temperature thermal resistivity of
12.8 Kcm2/kW was determined, which is about three times
higher than thermal resistivities reported elsewhere.13 This is
likely due to different mounting techniques and the almost
3.4 lm thick lower SL-cladding, which has a poor thermal
conductivity of approximately 3 W/mK.14 In prospective ICL
growth runs, this effect can possibly be avoided with a thinner cladding region. Therefore, the SCL layers would have to
be thickened in order to decrease the penetration of the optical mode into the cladding layers and avoid additional losses
due to mode leakage into the substrate. Nevertheless, the
advantage of the higher stage number can be recognized
looking at the steep differential power slope slightly above
threshold. At 20  C, the slope efficiency is as high as
315 mW/A.
We were able to reduce the room temperature threshold
current density of ICLs to unprecedented values below
Jth < 100 A/cm2. It is shown that the lower Jth of a 10-stage
instead of a 6-stage device overcomes the increase in Vth in
terms of the figure of merit Pth, which could be reduced by
more than 15%. This makes ICLs with a large number of gain
stages interesting for applications that require low power consumption. With four additional stages, the differential slope
efficiency increases by 78% and the optical output power at
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the same injection current increases as well, making ICLs
with a high number of stages attractive for high power applications. While low power consumption is possible, the performance obtained for larger number of stages makes ICLs
promising to come also closer to the high power performance
obtained by quantum cascade lasers. In terms of continuous
wave performance, a 10.8 lm wide laser ridge emitted more
than 28 mW of output power at room temperature.
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